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invalids from all over Europe. The presence of a great number daf'gjople
with plenty of money and nothing to do has caused Monte Carlo,'^£Ke,,
little principality of Monaco, to become the most famous gambling resort
"in the world. All these results are due largely to the fact that the Alps,
by shutting off the winds from the north, prevent cold waves like those
which in our own country sweep across the plains and sometimes kill
the orange trees even as far south as Florida.
 (2)	India versus China.    The Himalayas in the same way cause
northern India to be warmer than the parts of China in the same latitude.
For instance, Delhi, the capital of India on the Jumna, lies in about the
same latitude as Hankow, the commercial center of China on the Yangtze,
but its January temperature averages 58° while that of Hankow is 39°.
 (3)	How Relief Permits Orange Growing in Northern  California.
The effect of relief upon movements of the air and thus upon temper-
ature can be seen both in great contrasts like that between India and
China, and in small contrasts between places only a few miles apart.
In California at the western base of the Sierra Nevadas in a latitude as
far north as Philadelphia, oranges ripen in many small valleys, although
in other valleys close at hand they will not ripen at all.   In fact the oranges
ripen earlier in some of these northern valleys than in the region around
Los Angeles, 400 miles farther south.   All the various reasons for this
are connected with the form of the earth's surface:    (1) The valleys
face the southwest and thus receive abundant warm sunshine.   (2) They
are protected from cold winter winds from the interior by the high
Sierras immediately to the east.    (3) When air grows cool at night it
contracts and therefore becomes comparatively heavy.    Hence, instead
of remaining in these valleys and becoming so cool that frost occurs,
the air drains away because of the relief.   Its place is taken by air which
has not yet come in contact with the cool earth and hence still remains
comparatively warm. Where the slopes are favorable there may be no frost,
although ice forms not far away in the hollows where the cold air comes
to rest.   Wherever there is danger of frost, wise farmers take advantage
of air drainage if their farms are on slopes.    They plant their peach
and apple orchards, for example,  on the warmest slopes where late
spring frosts will not nip the blossoms.
We have already seen that the effect of relief upon movements of
the air and thus upon temperature is so common that most people have
noticed it. At night, for instance, one feels chilly in a hollow, and then
is surprised on climbing a hill to find the temperature warm and com-
fortable.
(4)	How Relief Influences Rainfall.   (0) the example of california,
Aside from cyclonic storms and the great equatorial belt of low pressure,,

